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New Leaves evaluation report for Write to Freedom 2016 
 
1. Project Background 

In 2015 Write to Freedom launched New Leaves; an initiative with HMP Parc’s Family 

Interventions Unit, kindly funded by the Worshipful Company of Weavers. 

New Leaves offers fathers a unique chance to reconnect with their family after spending time in 

prison. Dads, partners and children spend a residential weekend in nature with Write to Freedom 

staff, partly built around their particular family story.   

Over the weekend the families create a book to celebrate their strengths and time together. Here is 

one cover: 

 

 

 

The project is centred on strengthening the bond between children and their returning fathers. 

There is a growing body of research to indicate that the children of prisoners are significantly more 

likely to suffer from mental health problems, do poorly at school, engage in antisocial behaviour 

and to go on to offend themselves. We worked with HMP Parc’s Family Interventions Unit and 

Invisible Walls Wales project (IWW), to help break this cycle.  

 

2. Aims of the New Leaves project 

The key aims of the New Leaves project were as follows: 

To offer positive, meaningful and memorable whole‐family experiences for children of prisoners   

To strengthen relationships between imprisoned parents and their children through creating a 

space to communicate and connect away from the prison environment   

To demonstrate healthy, nature‐based family activities and inspire families to spend time together 

in natural environments in the future   

To help the children of prisoners' voices be expressed, heard and valued by their family and 

relevant professionals  

 

3. Participants and referral process 

Project participants were recruited from men imprisoned at HMP Parc. To qualify they needed to 

have a child or children over the age of four, be near to their release date and be identified as 
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requiring additional support around relationship and parenting skills. Where appropriate, the 

children’s mothers were also encouraged to join each course.   

Fathers who met the selection criteria were identified and approached by Family Interventions staff 

at HMP Parc. After an initial discussion about the project to determine its suitability for the family, if 

fathers showed interest in participating, a meeting was set up with the New Leaves project 

coordinator.  

Discussions with Family Integration Mentors, probation and social services would then follow, 

ensuring that participating in New Leaves would be safe and appropriate for each family.  Many 

families had complex histories involving issues like domestic violence and substance abuse, other 

relationships had broken down since the father was imprisoned. Ensuring that New Leaves would 

be a safe and positive experience for participating children was the key priority, and sadly, one 

family was excluded from attending at this stage. 

Families were then offered a meeting with the New Leaves Coordinator, either at their own home 

or at a local coffee shop.  This gave them a chance to ask any questions about the project, calm 

any anxieties about taking part, and generate a bit of excitement!  

Confirmation letters were then sent out, and families discussed attendance details such as 

transport, food etc. with the New Leaves Coordinator over the phone.  The course leader also 

spoke to families in person a few days before each course. 

Write to Freedom ran six residential courses between September 2015 and August 2016. Six 

newly released offenders attended a course with their families, in total six fathers, four mothers and 

eleven children participated.   

 

4. Facilitators, activities and venue 

The project delivery was led by Robin Bowman, Write to Freedom’s lead nature-connection 

facilitator who has extensive experience delivering nature and bush craft activities for socially 

excluded and vulnerable groups. Delivery of each session was also supported by a second W2F 

facilitator, trained and experienced in Write to Freedom’s unique methodology. 

The New Leaves courses took place at an attractive residential site in the Brecon Beacons national 

park and were promoted to families as a mini-break. Activities were non-digital and focused around 

constructing a story that was gradually brought to life through carefully constructed activities, 

nature-connection, shared meal times, and time around the fire with story sharing in the evening.  

Family Integration Mentors (FIM) from HMP Parc referred families to the New Leaves project in the 

context of an ongoing programme of support delivered through Invisible Walls Wales. The mentors 

were invited to attend for a short period, usually near the end of the weekend.  They were not 

involved in the delivery of the activities but were there to offer a familiar source of support to the 

ex-prisoners and their families, encouraging families to deepen the ongoing relationship formed 

through existing pre- and post-release interventions. 
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A note about ROTL and timing  

The project was originally designed to make use of 'Release on Temporary Licence' (ROTL). This 

is the mechanism which allows offenders to undertake specific activities in the community which 

cannot be facilitated within prison. ROTL will generally take place towards the end of an offender’s 

sentence for rehabilitative purposes. However after this project was set up, ROTL was suspended 

nationally, so sessions were rescheduled to take place post-release.  

5. Evaluation methodology 

The evaluation plan we devised sets out the four main aims, with each one broken down into 

specific aims, outcomes and indicators (See Appendix 1). Evidence was collected in a range of 

ways outlined below and then analysed against the evaluation plan. Cross references to these 

aims are indicted in brackets in the text e.g. Aim 1.2. 

Individual adult and child participants were asked to complete a questionnaire at the start and end 

of their residential weekend. This focused on each individual’s perception of their family 

relationships and their role in the family.  Participants were asked to rate a series of statements on 

a Likert scale of 1-10 so that pre- and post-intervention answers could be compared. 

Families were also asked to provide short written feedback as a family unit on their experiences of 

the project. It was made clear that it was important that both the parent/s and child/ren’s voices 

were reflected in this feedback. At the time of writing, evaluation forms from the final family were 

not yet available to the evaluator.  

There were two separate participant questionnaires, one for each parent and one for each child. 

The parent questionnaire consisted of nine statements to be rated from 1 – ‘strongly disagree’ to 

10 – ‘strongly agree’. The child questionnaire consisted of eight statements which they were asked 

to rate on a scale of 1 - ‘not like me’ to 10 – ‘just like me’. The questionnaire was not suitable for 

very young children. Photographs of participants engaged in course activities, and pages from the 

storybooks created by each family, are other sources of qualitative evidence. 

Families were asked for permission to be contacted 3-6 months after their involvement for a 

telephone interview, and at the time of writing, we have spoken to three families.  

W2F facilitators, two Invisible Wall Wales Family Integration Mentors and the IWW evaluator also 

provided feedback about their clients’ engagement with the project. The IWW staff, attending as 

outlined above, gave written feedback at the end of the course and further feedback some weeks 

later, one by telephone and one in writing. 

6. Data analysis 

This evaluation draws on a range of written, spoken and visual data outlined above. 

The parent questionnaires were less indicative than expected. At the start of the weekend, all 

participating mothers and most fathers gave high 9s and 10s to all nine statements suggesting 
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healthy and emotionally literate families - which we had not anticipated. These high scores 

remained consistent at the end of the weekend.  

Two of the fathers scored the initial questionnaire statements with rather less exuberance and then 

indicated notable shifts across a whole range of areas at the end of the course. These score 

improvements are referenced under the four project aims below. 

Family Integration Mentors noted that, whilst it is difficult to separate what families gained from this 

project and from the IWW ongoing interventions, there were several clear and significant benefits 

from New Leaves which relate to the project aims. Both mentors felt that New Leaves reinforces 

and enhances an ongoing process for the families at a difficult time. 

W2F Facilitators’ reflections from the sessions triangulate to confirm the feedback from participants 

and IWW professionals. The facilitators reiterated common emerging themes, including mutual 

trust and respect, communication, connection time during the activities… without distractions, play 

and interaction, how [families] worked as a team. The chance for the adults and children to have 

wholesome fun together was also welcome and needed.  
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7. What did New Leaves achieve for the families that took part?  

In the book they created 

together, one family chose to 

include this list [left] called Away 

from home together: Quality 

Time, Teamwork, 

Togetherness, Enjoyment, 

Bonding, Archery, Hunting, New 

Skills, Initiation, Duel, Rope 

making from the bush.   

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Outcomes discussed in relation to the four project aims.  

Aim 1.  
To offer positive, meaningful and memorable whole-family experiences for children 
of prisoners   

There is evidence for enjoyment at the time and positive recollection of the family activities, as well 

as moving on from past experiences. As one of the mentors put it,  

They all talk about it, it's really positive… It's perfect timing, just after they've come out. It 

reinforces a lot of the work we're doing inside. We do lots of things but we can't provide that 

extended time. To spend a whole weekend of quality time really reinforces the work we're 

doing. (FIM) 

During a wider IWW project focus group for children some time later, a ten year old child 

specifically referred back to the W2F weekend. The child’s comment relates to all four aims of the 

project but we include it here under Aim 1: 

New Leaves was in a humungous cottage – really enjoyed it. We had a fire and dad 

thought it was good. We did archery and I found a dragon. It was like a holiday and the best 

thing I have done.  
[Source: Invisible Walls Wales with permission to quote] 

There is a sense of appreciation for the opportunity to bond and spend relaxed family time together 

(Aim 1.1, 1.3, 1.4): 

Playing the games together, and working with each other to achieve the gems. Everyone 

had a laugh and a giggle. (Mother) 

We've had ups and downs [with some of the dads, post-release.] It's good to bring them 

back and remind them of what's important. I sometimes try and talk them back to that 

weekend and remind them of how they felt then. (FIM) 
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Pictured (from two separate families): We eventually found the dragon's eggs. 

 

Four of the statement scores suggest a marked improvement in a negative family dynamic (Aim 

1.3) with other scores all remaining high or at the maximum: 

Statement Score 

I enjoy spending spare time with my 
family wherever I can (fathers) 

At start 10 5 9 7 6 

At end 
 

10 10 10 10 10 

I enjoy spending spare time with my 
family wherever I can (mothers) 

At start 10 10 10 

At end 
 

10 10 10 

I enjoy spending time with my family 
whenever I can (children) 
 

At start 10 7 10 6 10 8 5 10 10 10 10 

At end 
 

10 8 10 10 10 9 8 10 10 10 10 

 

  

A father described how he and his child moved on from the prison environment and negative family 

history (Aim 1.3): 

I spent time away from my daughter but [on the course] we just clicked back in. It got a bit 
deep at the end, but it was a good crack. I never done [something] like that [before]. At first 
I thought, “This is xxxx” and my daughter said “Come on dad, can we just go home?” but 
then we just seemed to like it.  

A W2F facilitator also noted that: 

Some of the most important moments and the connections are made outside of 'sessions' 

when we're horsing around, cooking food, playing music, card games etc.  Also I don't need 

to cram the program too much. Space allows feelings to emerge. 

This is reiterated in a father’s words below. The held space of the course enabled him to 

experience more relaxed, responsible parenting (Aim 1.3, 1.4): 

When we were leaving [the course] I just felt devastated. I didn’t want to leave. It just takes 
your mind off things. It felt like I hadn’t been in prison after a couple of days [doing dad-
things, like] sitting round the table playing monopoly.   
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Aim 2.  

To demonstrate healthy, nature‐based family activities and inspire families to spend 
time together in natural environments in the future  
  

Spending time in nature is a core strand of the 

Write to Freedom approach. A mother explained 

how the natural surroundings contributed to 

reduced stress levels as the family worked 

together (Aim 2.2, 2.5): 

I do try and get them out. I don’t like to sit in if I’m 
honest. I get cabin fever I think… It certainly 
helped. We proved that we can certainly get on 
and work as a team. And the boys managed a 
whole weekend without their Xboxes and things, 
no internet.   

The course enabled families to discover a positive new environment: 

It’s not too far from where we live. Who’d have thought, you haven’t got to go too far. It was 
lovely. (Mother) 

The mentor feedback was a reminder that  

… the majority of the families reside in inner-city estates where access to nature and the 
countryside is not easily available – especially with a lack of transport. (FIM)  

 
One of the mentors described the New Leaves nature-based ethos as “a revelation” to her clients 

in the prison population (Aim 2.1):    

A lot of the guys we work with [in the prison service] get hung up about "Oh, I need to buy 

them new trainers/ the latest gadget..." At New Leaves there was no internet, no 

nothing really. It was just spending time together and that's free. It was stuff they can do in 

their own environment and showed that you don't need this and that to have a good 

time. You can just spend time cooking together. The prison population is very materialistic, 

often. It was something lacking in their childhood. Knowing that you can have fun 

without spending money was a revelation to them. When I was talking to x not so long ago 

he was feeling the pressure to give [his teenager] a lot of money to go to the fair and I 

reminded him about the fun they had for nothing that weekend.  

Her professional view is confirmed by the opening lines of a short poem written by one of the 

families in their book: 

Travelling on Friday, not sure what to expect. 

No Xbox, TV – will it be a regret? 

The financial constraints faced by most of these families came up again when asked about any 

legacy of positive shared memories for families taking part in New Leaves (Aim 2.2, 2.3, 2.4, 2.5, 

2.6):  

After speaking with all four families, the parents expressed how much they had enjoyed the 
experience – some even labelled it as a ‘holiday’ as they do not have the opportunity to 
stay away from the family home together like a lot of families. (FIM)  

 

A mother described her family’s enjoyment of the physical activities (Aim 2.4): 
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It was funny. Yes, it was normal family life, just without all the technology really. Which I 
think really the boys were a bit like “Oh my gosh how are we gonna cope this weekend?” 
And when we got there, there was like no TV, nothing, but they did. I mean [the W2F 
facilitators] made it fun with their little quests and everything. Fair does. We all got stuck in. 
We didn’t refuse to attempt anything they said come along and do. We played a water duel 
which we all seemed to enjoy. We were blindfolded at some point, so you could see where 
- you had to use your hearing to find out where the other on was. So we did all enjoy that. 
We all soaked each other.  

She went on to add an interesting new connection of her own to the natural world (Aim 2.7), arising 
from the course activities:  

I mean who’d have thought you could make jewellery, well, accessories with nettles and 
seeds. That’s something different. They’re round you everywhere but you wouldn’t think to 
use those sort of things to make things with…usually you’d just go and buy things whereas 
there there’s things around you that you wouldn’t necessarily think to use or make things 
with.  

This mother also reflected on the father’s experience, and how the course gave him the opportunity 
to demonstrate and share skills from his own childhood (Aim 2.5): 

[The father] was in his element because he’s good at making fires and the weaving, and he 
enjoys all the outdoor stuff… because he was born and raised in [the countryside] you see. 
And of course it’s totally different for us because we’ve only ever known the city…  He’d sit 
there and tell [the children] things. How he’d made that with this… [The father] said he’d 
love to volunteer [for W2F]. If they’re ever short of volunteers he said put his name down.  

Being in nature was unfamiliar for some families and not without challenge. The course structure 
enabled almost all the participants to adjust quickly to the new setting (Aim 2.1, 2.3):  

Yes it was [positive]. Sometimes you didn’t want to go out in the woods and you’d be really 
muddy, stinking. But I didn’t want to go home. I think it’s a really good thing for prison 

leavers... Can I go again?  

Again most families gave consistently high scores for the statements relating to Aim 2. Most of the 

others showed improvements: 

Statement Score 

I am able to choose healthy 
activities for my family 
(fathers) 

At start 10 10 7 10 6 7  
- = left blank on form At end 

 
10 9 9 10 8 9 

I feel comfortable doing 
nature-based activities with 
my family (fathers) 
 

At start - 7 7 10 6 6 

At end - 9 9 10 9 10 

I am able to choose healthy 
activities for my family 
(mothers) 

At start 10 10 10  

At end 
 

10 10 9  

I feel comfortable doing 
nature-based activities with 
my family (mothers) 
 

At start 10 10 9  

At end 
 

10 10 10  

I like doing things in nature 
with my family  (children) 
 

At start - 6 8 5 10 3 7 10 10 10 10 

At end 
 

- 8 10 10 10 2 7 10 10 10 10 
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Facilitators reported that the child who scored a negative change for “I like doing things in nature 

with his family” - from a low 3 to a worse 2 – was an unusually quiet boy with a verbally dominant 

father.  

For three families, making and lighting a fire was a new learning highlight, but the same quiet child 

didn't like the 

Fires, hunting/foraging/making ropes because fire was too hot and not 

interested in plants/nettles.   

He did, however, take to archery. The following page from one of the Family Story books is telling. 

Before the weekend the son depicted here didn't even know that he possessed a flair.... The text 

reads as if this was his first chance to shine within his family group: 

 

For another father the course took the family out of a negative environment, provided space do 

some emotional reflection and move on, which lead to improved emotional and psychological 

wellbeing (Aim 2.3, 2.5): 

It makes you realise I aren’t such a bad person. You think about the impact on your family 

and that. You feel a bit ashamed, like. All that’s going through your mind. I went up there [to 

New Leaves] and all that disappeared… 

 

The course was designed and structured to support these sorts of 

shifts in family dynamics. The range of activities are planned to 

allow each member of the family to be seen at their best by others 

in the family, and to build this into their family story, as this page 

illustrates. Experiences like this improve emotional, physical and 

psychological wellbeing (Aim 2.3, 2.4, 2.5) and foster feelings of 

being competent, and seen by others to be competent (Aim 2.5). 

Picture: 

[X] hit the [bullseye]  

3 times!  

He is the best at 

archery in his family.  

He didn't even know 

that he possessed a 

flair or that he would 

have the skill to do 

archery. 

 

The boy’s name is removed 

from the image. 
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Aim 3.  
To strengthen relationships between imprisoned parents and their children through 
creating a space to communicate and connect away from the prison environment   

 

This illustrated page from a family 

Story Book made during a New 

Leaves course shows a relaxed 

family. They are resting, cooking 

marshmallows and making music 

together around the camp fire; 

quite normal family life for many, 

but an experience most of the 

New Leaves families have rarely 

or never had before (Aims 3.2, 

3.3, 3.4).  

 

 

 

A separate evaluation of the wider Invisible Walls Wales project is currently being conducted. At 

the time of writing the IWW evaluator has interviewed one family that took part in New Leaves, as 

part of this wider study. The mother made a particular comment in reference to New Leaves, on 

the strengthened connection between her partner and her child (Aim 3.1): 

I think the New Leaves project was fantastic, only positive things have come from it. Our 
daughter loved the New Leaves, it was something different for her and it gave her the one 
on one time with her dad that she needed. She really enjoyed it, they did it the second 
weekend after he came out and it was the right time… 
[Source: Invisible Walls Wales, quoted with permission] 

 
Alongside more relaxed communication (Aim 3.1) and closer ties (Aim 3.2 and 2.5) with children, 
the parents’ relationships benefitted too. Both mothers attending the course, who have managed to 
maintained a relationship as well as parental responsibilities through the separation of the prison 
sentence, referred to this (Aim 3.1, 3.4):  
 

And that’s what we said, we’ll actually have to sit and talk to each other when  
we get home. But it was nice. We all got a little something from it, so, onto the next 
adventure!  

And, separately: 

… Now he chats more openly with me too about things and he never used to talk. 
 

[Emphasis W2F] 

 

One family commented: 

We learnt how to work together as a family. We feel stronger as a family and bonding 

together has made us stronger. 
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A family mentor commented that 

I believe that [New Leaves] ... enhances any previous ‘family strengthening’ that they have 
undertaken with IWW throughout their time on the project.  I guess it reinforces the family 
unit. (FIM) 

 

Where there was room for a step-up, this family strengthening is borne out by some notable 

improvements in scoring by fathers and children, in relation to Aim 3. Other families maintained 

consistently high scores as discussed under Data Analysis above. Three children chose to indicate 

significant improvements in communication with their parents (Aim 3.1, 3.2) and this was mirrored 

by improvements for fathers (Aim 3.3, 3.4) and, perhaps, realistic small adjustments down by over-

confident mothers (see also Aim 4): 

Statement Score 

I can be open about my thoughts 
and feelings with my children and 
other family members (fathers) 
 

At start 10 10 7 10 6 4  
X = data not available 

- = left blank on form 
At end 
 

10 10 8 10 10 9 

My family are able to understand 
each other's feelings (fathers) 

At start - 6 8 10 6 6 

At end 
 

- 7 9 10 10 10 

I feel emotionally prepared for 
readjusting to family life (fathers) 

At start 10 5 8 10 6 8 

At end 
 

10 9 - 10 10 10 

I can be open about my thoughts 
and feelings with my children and 
other family members (mothers) 
 

At start 10 10 7  

At end 
 

9 10 9 

My family are able to understand 
each other's feelings (mothers) 
 

At start 8 10 9 

At end 
 

9 9 10 

I feel emotionally prepared for 
readjusting to family life 
(mothers) 
 

At start 10 10 10 

At end 
 

9 10 10 

I can talk to my parents about my 
thoughts and feelings (children) 

At start 10 6 10 7 5 9 7 10 10 10 10 

At end 
 

10 8 10 10 10 9 9 10 10 10 10 

 

 

 

Photos documentation of the weekends - which mostly cannot be included in this report to protect 

the children’s identities -  show tender, smiling and trusting moments of engagement between 

fathers and their children (Aim 3.2, 3.3).  
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One of the mentors picked out a particular family, whose relationship was reinstated as a unit over 

the weekend (Aim 3.4), as her highlight:    

… A father and child who really suffered from the separation. They are much closer now. 

The New Leaves weekend was the first time that they spent time together on their own 

without any distractions. (FIM) 

A father described how the setting and support created this space for richer communication: 

The staff, Robin and Caspar, they’re good at [facilitating] conversations. Robin, now he’s a 

funny guy. You’d sit round the fire and talk. It was a good crack. I’d go again. Usually, when 

I see my daughter we only say a few words.  

Indeed this same father, moved to tears for his renewed connection with his child by the end of the 

course, asked the W2F evaluator 

 Does everybody cry at the end? I thought it was just me.  

This evidence suggests that New Leaves courses act as a tool for strengthening relationships and 

communication between newly released fathers and their children, moving the emphasis of the 

family story on from the father’s time in prison. One father of few words put it simply: 

It helped to bond and re-engage. It does help. There’s not  

much more to say apart from it does do what it says. 

 

Aim 4.  
To help the children of prisoners' voices be expressed, heard and valued by their 
family and relevant professionals  

On the questionnaires completed at the start of the weekend, the way children allocated scores 

was noticeably more dispersed across the scale than the adults’ largely exuberant high scoring. 

This suggests that parental awareness of the needs of the children was not as high as the parents 

judged it to be. All the scores the children gave, except for one, remained consistent or changed 

for the better by the end. This indicates that these parents were more actively listening to and 

valuing their children’s voices over the weekend (Aim 4.6) and that the children felt more confident 

about being heard (Aim 4.1). There is also an indication of improved connection between children 

and family support workers (Aim 4.4). 

Statement Score 

I am aware of my children's 
emotional needs (fathers) 
 

At start 10 6 8 10 6 5  
- = left blank on form At end 

 
10 10 10 10 9 10 

My children are able to talk to me 
about their problems (fathers) 

At start 10 10 8 8 6 9 

At end 
 

10 10 9 9 10 10 

I feel able to ask for help from 
family support workers  (fathers) 

At start 10 3 9 9 6 5 

At end 
 

10 8 10 9 9 10 

I am aware of my children's 
emotional needs (mothers) 
 

At start 8 - 10 
 

 

At end 
 

8 10 10 

My children are able to talk to me 
about their problems (mothers) 

At start 8 - 10 

At end 
 

8 10 10 

I feel able to ask for help from 
family support workers  
(mothers) 

At start 10 10 10 

At end 
 

10 10 10 
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My parents try to understand my 
feelings (children) 
 

At start 10 7 4 4 10 10 9 10 10 10 10 

At end 
 

10 7 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 

I can talk to my parents about 
problems I might have as a result 
of my dad being in prison 
(children) 

At start 
 

10 5 - 9 10 10 4 10 10 10 10 

At end 
 

10 7 - - - 10 10 10 10 10 10 

I have some worries about my 
dad being home again (children) 
 
NB low number = fewer worries 

At start 
 

9 6 5 - - 1 2 1 1 1 1 

At end 
 

9 5 
 

- - - - 2 1 1 1 1 

I like talking to the family support 
workers (children) 
 

At start 
 

9 4 10 10 10 1 8 10 8 1 1 

At end 
 

8 8 10 10 10 1 9 10 10 1 1 

I feel like an important part of my 
family (children) 
 

At start 
 

10 6 1 10 5 10 10 10 10 10 10 

At end 
 

10 6 10 10 5 10 10 10 10 10 10 

 

Interestingly, the two extremes of response relating to the statement about children feeling 

important (Aim 4.2) – an unchanged mediocre 5 and a huge improvement from 1 to 10 – came 

from children in the same family. 

Children were supported to bring their voices over the weekend in many ways, including singing 

round the campfire: 

  

The child’s name is removed from this picture in one of the Family Story books. 

 

The level of support provided by New Leaves creates a safe space for children to bond with their 

fathers. A mentor gave a specific example of how this meant that one grandparent-guardian felt 

that her grandchild was safe to be with her dad (Aim 4.5): 

For x, it was the first time he and his [teenage child] had spent a night under the same 

roof since [the child] was two. The grandmother of the child was reassured by all the 

risk assessment and presence of others. (FIM)  
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Invisible Walls Wales are in close contact with other services, for example schools, so there has 

been some awareness of the wider impact of New Leaves. The project helped to reduce stigma 

(Aim 4.3) for one child, as the mentor explains: 

[One child] was very embarrassed about dad's imprisonment. The weekend really changed 

things for [the child]. The teacher told us that [the child] brought the book they made [at 

New Leaves] to school proudly and shared it with everyone.  

Her attendance rate is now 98.2% (Aim 4.3). This teacher feedback (Aim 4.4) is a heartening mini-

case study for the combined impact of W2F and IWW as one child is reunited with her father: 

I remember [child] in year [x and y] and we were quite worried about her, she seemed 

vulnerable, quite teary and used to just seem sad. This year she has really blossomed and 

has been great. She has really come out of herself and is a lovely, lovely girl. Very caring, 

good attitude to her work. One example of how confident she has become is the school 

were visited by [a national theatre company]. She volunteered for the drama club and you 

should have seen her on the stage in the [named] Theatre, she was marvellous. I 

remember when dad came out and she went away on a camping trip with him (New 

Leaves). She brought her book [made at New Leaves] in to show me and she was so 

proud. She loved it. There is certainly no indication from the way she is in school [now] of 

any of the troubles the family might have gone through at home.  

[Source: Child’s teacher speaking to Invisible Walls Wales, shared with Write to Freedom with permission to 

quote.]  

 

The W2F New Leaves process creates a platform for rich and positive communication between 

parent and child.  

There is an additional outcome for committed staff who work within the core prison services (Aim 

4.4). Being present but not directly responsible for what W2F can unlock is informative, welcome 

and energizing: 

I witnessed the two of them saying how proud they are of each other towards the end of the 

weekend. It was very emotional... When you're having a bad day it's good to look back on it 

[for us as staff as well as for clients].  

 

 

 

 

 

 

Picture: A family sits 

together round the table 

making their Story Book  
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8. Write to Freedom facilitators’ perspectives 

Over the pilot project as a whole, W2F facilitator written feedback indicates that each family gained 
some or all of the following: 
 

 Quality, nourishing time together out of the complications and intricacies of their normal life.  
 

 Chance to hang out and relax, play music, cook food and reconnect; simple unplugged 
activities in nature. 

 

 The opportunity to have a facilitated conversation about their intentions and feelings to 
each other, as well as their hopes for the future.  

 

 Emotional literacy skills for the family to use in expressing their emotions. Permission for 
the children to express themselves just as they are authentically feeling. Also skills and 
opportunity to articulate their feelings to their father. 
 

 The opportunity to be more aware of and hear each other’s gifts and qualities. 
 

 Bonding. Positive memories to take away.   
 
 

9. Summary and potential for future programmes 

New Leaves is a pilot partnership project between Write to Freedom, Barnardo’s Invisible Walls 

Wales and HMP Parc, funded by the Worshipful Company of Weavers.  

The fathers taking part in this project are identified as requiring additional support around 

relationship and parenting skills. The W2F New Leaves project adds a clear and distinctive strand 

to the valued support IWW already offers to these families.  

Evaluation evidence suggests that the project was successful in achieving four key aims:  

To offer positive, meaningful and memorable whole‐family experiences for children of 

prisoners   

To strengthen relationships between imprisoned parents and their children through creating 

a space to communicate and connect away from the prison environment   

To demonstrate healthy, nature‐based family activities and inspire families to spend time 

together in natural environments in the future   

To help the children of prisoners' voices be expressed, heard and valued by their family 

and relevant professionals  

Important elements of New Leaves include the sense of a ‘break’ resulting from the overnight stay 

and post-release timing, being open to the unexpected and learning to have fun in nature without 

digital gadgets or spending lots of money. It provides a safe space where families can re-bond, as 

they actively commit to spending quality time together outside the pressures of everyday life. 

Through this they build a store of positive memories to draw on in the face of future ups and 

downs.  

It is also a held space, where fathers and children (and adult partners) can make progress in 

coming to terms with powerful emotions associated with shame and prolonged separation. All of 

these allow the family as a whole to experience what a positive and supportive family dynamic 

feels like (Aim 1.3) as they construct a new and affirming Family Story, a tool for moving on.  
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In particular the evidence suggests that New Leaves offers a unique experience, helping children 

and parents to communicate more deeply with each other and move the emphasis of their family 

story away from the father’s time in prison.  

New Leaves offers children a much needed break, to relax into that deep family connection and to 

feel/recall how to play, laugh, share and love in each other’s company; to experience and practise 

normal family life. 

There is much potential to extend this programme to a new set of families, and indeed to work 

further with the same families as they continue their adjustment and rehabilitation. 

It seems fitting to give the last words to one of the New Leaves families: 

 

Tondu Farmhouse 

Travelling on Friday, not sure what to 

expect 

No Xbox, TV – will it be a regret? 

Caspar and Robin have made the 

outdoors fun 

Giving us quests with jewels to be won! 

Walking the woods, playing games 

Building fires, huge burning flames.  

Learning new things along the way 

Making memories that will always stay. 
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APPENDIX 1 
New Leaves Evaluation Plan specific aims, outcomes & indicators  

 

MAIN AIM 1 - To offer positive, meaningful and memorable whole-family experiences 

for  children of prisoners  

Specific Aims  Outcomes  Indicators  

1.1 

To create positive family  

memories through meaningful  

activities  

Opportunities for families to 
support each other through new 
experiences.   
  

For families to experience 

and enjoy cooking and eating 

a healthy meal together 

(metaphorically resembling a 

healthy family relationship)  

Positive recollection of 
family activities  
  

Enjoyment of cooking 

and eating experience  

1.2 

To allow the activities, and 

subsequently memories, to 

enlighten the prisoners and 

families to the support 

available   

For memorable and enjoyable 
activities to act as a source of 
comfort that families can refer 
back to as a place of happiness 
and security   
  

Families more aware of support 

available to them  

Activities spoken  

about/recalled fondly  

  

Awareness of family 

support services  

1.3 

To show what breaking a 

negative family dynamic 

feels like – to offer an 

alternative  

Disassociating previous 
experiences from parent 
being in prison  
  

To allow a parent-child 

relationship to be rebuilt 

through activities which 

require a hierarchy of authority   

Coming to terms with  

past experiences  

  

Moving on from past 
experiences  
  

Positive changes in 
parental-child  
relationship  

  

  

1.4 

To create opportunities for 

parent-child bonding  

For fathers to know how to 

positively participate in 

their children’s lives  

  

To understand the needs of 

their children and appreciate 

the effects personal behaviour 

may also have on them  

Planned paternal 
involvement in child’s  
activities  

  

Understanding of effect 

of parental behaviour 

on child’s emotions  

  

Understanding of effect 

of parental behaviour 

on child’s behaviour  
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MAIN AIM 2 - To demonstrate healthy, nature‐based family activities and inspire 

families to spend time together in natural environments in the future   

  

Specific Aims  Outcomes  Indicators  

2.1 

To demonstrate the benefit 

of healthy nature-based 

family activities  

More families engaging in 

nature-based activities  
Spending more time in nature 
after New Leaves.  
  

A willingness to engage in future 

nature-based activities.  

2.2 

A reduction in stress levels 

experienced by participant 

families  

Reduced stress levels  

  
Feeling relaxed/less stressed.  

  

Less stress-related incidents 

at home (e.g. arguments) 

since New Leaves.  

2.3 

To improve emotional 

wellbeing  

Improved emotional  

wellbeing  

  

Families better able to cope 
with feelings of grief from  
having an imprisoned family  

member  

Improved mood.  

  

Absence of negative emotions.  

  

Optimistic about the future  

  

Positive emotions and moods  

2.4 

To improve physical 

wellbeing  
Improved physical wellbeing  

  

Less health problems in  

target families  

  

More families engaging in 
further healthy activities  
  

Improvement in physical health  

  

Feelings of physical comfort  

  

Confidence in and enjoyment of  

physical activity  

  

Families report wanting to make  

positive changes to their 

lifestyle. 

2.5 

To improve psychological 

wellbeing  

Improved psychological 
wellbeing  

  

Closer ties between the 

family  

Increased confidence.  

  

Feelings of being competent 
(and seen by others to be  
competent)  

  

Content with personal limitations  

  

Increased family cohesiveness  
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2.6 

Taking family out of negative 

routines and environments  

Reducing the amount of 
families in negative routines 
(damaging cycles of  
negative behaviour  

  

Less conflict in the home  

  

Fresh and healthy family  

activities and practices  

encouraged  

A reported increase in the 
positive outlook of the families.  
  

The family believes that they are 
on a positive path.  
  

Optimism.  

  

New routines established  

  

Families report feeling refreshed. 

  

Fewer arguments during the 

session.  

2.7 

Inspire family to spend more 

time in nature  

Families spending more time 

in nature  
More families engaging in or 
enquiring about further activities 
in a natural environment.  
  

Feelings of closeness to the 

natural world  

  

MAIN AIM 3 – To strengthen relationships between imprisoned parents and their 

children  

Specific Aims  Outcomes  Indicators  

3.1 

To create a safe space for 

family members to 

communicate and 

connect  

Families provided with time 
and space to communicate 
with each other.  
  

Families given time, space 

and encouragement to talk 

about issues important to 

them, that they may not 

have previously 

discussed.  

Feel able to talk to other 
family members more freely 
and openly than before  
  

Better able to 
understand other family 
members’ feelings and 
needs  
  

Able to ‘get things off their 

chests’  

  

Increased stability and trust 

within the family  

3.2 

To reinforce family ties and the 

importance of a healthy family 

relationship  

Improved family 
relationships, 
particularly between 
parents and  
children  

  

Families able to 

recognise what a healthy 

family relationship looks 

like and how it can be 

achieved  

Feelings of empowerment and 
inclusion in a wider family unit  
  

Awareness of how to improve  

family relationship  

  

Increased engagement with 
other sources of support i.e 
Barnardo’s.   
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3.3 

To provide an opportunity for 

‘normal’ family life  

Families have 

opportunities to spend 

time together being what 

they would perceive as a 

‘normal’ family  

A sense of normality during 

sessions   

3.4 

To ease family rehabilitation 

and minimise the probability of 

a disruptive post-release 

period  

Family better prepared for 
release of parent  
  

Family to be reinstated as  

a unit prior to release  

  

To provide resources 

and memories that they 

can later draw from to 

enable the transitional 

period to be as easy as 

possible  

Lessened anxiety in relation 
to release  
  

Feelings of being emotional 
prepared for release  
  

Feeling more aware of what 

will happen after release  

 

 

MAIN AIM 4 - To help children of prisoners’ voices be expressed, heard and valued by 

their family and relevant professionals   

Aims  Outcomes  Indicators  

4.1  

To increase the child’s 

confidence and trust that 

they’ll be heard  

Children more able to open up 
about their problems  

  

Increased confidence  

(children)  

  

The child has opened up  

more  

  

Parents are more aware of  

how their child feels (about  

imprisonment of parent)  

  

Children feel that they are 

being listened to  

4.2 

Children to feel important 

and valued in the family  

Improvement in family 
cohesiveness  
  

Reduction in child anti-social  

behaviour  

  

Improved family relationships 
and communication.  
  

Feelings of being accepted  

  

Parents happier with the 

behaviour of their child  
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4.3 

To reduce the stigma of 

being the child of a 

prisoner  

Children feeling more  

comfortable in public  

  

Children feeling less like 
they need to act ‘tough’ due 
to having an imprisoned 
family  
member  

  

The families reported being 
more open about their  
situation  

  

The child’s situation at school 
has reportedly improved.  
  

Reduction in truancy rates  

4.4 

To allow family support 

workers to have a deeper 

insight into that family’s 

situation  

Higher success rates with 
families involved with the 
project.  

  

Family support workers report 

a better understanding of the 

family’s situation  

4.5 

To encourage CAPI/other 

families to get support  

More families applying for 
prison support.  

  

Number of CAPI/ other 
families receiving support.  
  

Parents indicate that they 

believe their child is safer 

as a result of New Leaves.  

4.6 

To encourage parents 

to actively listen and 

value their child’s voice  

Raise in parental awareness of  

the needs of the children  

  

Parents more aware of their  

child’s beliefs and needs  

  

Children feel parents listen  

more  

 

  

  

  

  
  
  

  

 

  


